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APPLICATION NOTE

Introduction

Typical way of handling the device startup into a large
capacitive load with eFuses is to control the output slew rate
by slowing it down.
This application note describes the Auto−Retry feature of
the eFuses which can aid in rapid output capacitor charging
to a target voltage without slowing down the output slew
rate.

The eFuse protection devices are used for limiting the
system load current in the events of overload or short circuit.
Many applications employ On Semiconductor eFuses at the
power input stage of the system between the main power
input connector and DC−DC converters or power regulators.
The systems utilizing eFuse protection devices at the power
input stage may represent inductive, resistive, capacitive or
mixed types of loads.
One of the common load characteristics for various
systems is large capacitive load, typically starting from 1mF
all the way to few hundred milli Farads. The challenge
presented by such load to an overcurrent protection system
is large inrush current due to the excessive capacitance
which will cause the device to shut down during startup.

The Figure 1 shows the typical arrangement of the eFuse
before the system which is protected from overcurrent (or
possibly overvoltage as well) and utilizing a large input
capacitance designated as COUT on the eFuse side.
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Figure 1. eFuse Protecting a System with Large Input Capacitance from Overcurrent
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depending on the eFuse) the FET will be shut off leaving the
VOUT precharged to a certain value being kept by a large
capacitance COUT. As soon as the FET cools down by a
hysteresis temperature threshold (typically between 20°C
and 40°C) it is being turned on again and the current limited
by the programmed current limit level again flows through
it, further charging up the output capacitance. This process
continues until the VOUT is charged to the voltage of VIN
or until the large output capacitance is fully charged to the
VIN voltage. The process will represent a gradually
increasing VOUT voltage and multiple short bursts of
current flowing through FET, where each burst is limited to
a set programmed value. The width and time interval
between bursts will depend on the thermal properties of the
eFuse power FET device, package type and environmental
temperature.

In order to avoid the turn off during a startup the slew rate
can be slowed down, usually by the means of adding a
capacitor to the dVdt pin of the given eFuse. Alternatively,
an auto−retry feature of the eFuse can be utilized which
allows the inrush current in the limited amount to flow
through the internal FET during the startup while charging
the output capacitance COUT.
When the eFuse with Auto−Retry feature is selected the
output voltage slew rate limitation does not need to be set;
the user would just set a desired current limit level (typically
using an RLIM current limit setting resistor) and configure
the device with minimum slew rate which is usually done by
leaving dVdt pin unconnected. Once the eFuse is enabled
through the Enable pin, the main power FET is turned on and
the COUT capacitance starts charging. The inrush current is
normally proportional to the product of COUT and the output
voltage slew rate, however; in this case it will be limited by
the current limit setting of the eFuse.
While the current limit mode is active the internal power
FET will be heating up due to the dissipated power which is
a product of limited current flowing through it as well as the
VDS difference or voltage potential between VIN and
VOUT. At some point after reaching the thermal shutdown
temperature (which varies between 150°C to 200°C

Measurement and Operation

As an example, consider a 12 V application with
extremely large output capacitance of 150 mF. The eFuse
used in this example is NIS5020MT2 which is a 12 V eFuse
device with Auto−Retry feature. The Figure 2 shows the
measurement snapshot with input voltage, output voltage,
input current, and Enable/Fault pin of the NIS5020 device.
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Figure 2. Charging 150 mF Output capacitance with 12 V NIS5020 Series eFuse
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turned on, which makes sense because at that point of time
the VOUT output voltage is very low and the VDS voltage
potential for the internal FET is very large thus resulting in
a huge heat dissipation and causing more often restart cycles
of the FET. However, as soon as VOUT voltage increases the
power dissipation becomes less for the internal FET and that
results in a less frequent restart cycles, this can be observed
from Figure 3, a zoomed version of snapshot in Figure 2.

The initial voltage at the input is 12 V, eFuse is disabled
by the means of the grounded Enable/Fault pin. The current
limit is set to about 6 A. Once the Enable pin is released the
eFuse is enabled and initial inrush current is limited to about
6 A and the eFuse performs multiple On and Off cycles
gradually charging the VOUT output voltage to a target
value of 12 V. This can be seen in Figure 2.
We can observe that the current On and Off cycles are
much denser at the beginning once the eFuse has just been
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Figure 3. Beginning Phase of Output Capacitor Charging using NIS5020

Once the output voltage is charged to the level of the input
voltage the large current spikes stop, given the fact that
external aside from the capacitor has not turned on yet.
We can also see the Enable/Fault pin going from 3 V to
1.4 V during the eFuse restart cycles when capacitance is

charged; this is compliant to
NIS5020 series eFuses where
during the thermal shutdown
normal operating phase and
Figure 4.
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the operating mode of the
the En/FLT pin is at 1.4 V
phase and 3 V during the
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Figure 4. Restart Cycles and Enable/Fault Pin Levels of NIS5020 during Output Capacitance Charging

Once the channel is enabled, the current limited to ILIM
level of around 2.8 A is flowing through the internal power
FET in multiple bursts, as the number of bursts increases, the
output voltage gets charged closer to 48 V. For the NIS3070
eFuse the FAULT pin is always pulled low as long as the
device is in overcurrent mode, which is the mode it would
be in during the large output capacitance charging. As soon
as the output voltage is charged to 48 V the open−drain fault
indication FAULT pin is released and pulled high. This can
be observed in Figure 5.

Another example of output capacitance charging during a
startup would be with NIS3070, multichannel 48 V circuit
breaker type eFuse. In that eFuse, the load current is allowed
to flow above programmed ILIM level as long as it does not
exceed the 1.5x/2x (depending on the part number) of the
ILIM threshold, or as long as the main FET(s) is not
overhead or the trip timer runs out. Trip timer starts counting
to 400 ms the moment the load current exceeds the ILIM
level. In this example, the current limit was set to about
2.8 A and only one of the four channels is utilized. The
output capacitance is 3.76 mF and the input voltage is 48 V.
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Figure 5. NIS3070 Multichannel eFuse Charging Output Capacitance of 3.76 mF to 48 V

around 27°C (typical for NIS3070 eFuse). In the current
zoomed snapshot area, the output voltage reached about half
the target voltage of 48 V.

The zoomed view of input current waveform can be seen
in Figure 6. The internal FET is conducting limited current
and is shut down once it overheats, then restarts again once
the internal temperature is down by hysteresis threshold of
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Figure 6. NIS3070, Snapshot of Multiple Current Bursts during Output Capacitance Charging
Conclusion

slew rate; additionally, it is safe for the internal power FET
of the eFuse since the internal temperature sensor with
thermal protection feature does not allow the FET to
overheat to a temperature dangerous to a limit where the
FET damage can occur. The inrush current can also be set to
any desired value during a startup phase. The method can be
safely applied to the Auto−Retry eFuses of all voltages from
3 V to 48 V.

The Auto−Retry feature of the eFuses is valuable not only
for the applications requiring a restart after the cleared fault
events but also for the applications involving large or
extremely large output capacitance which needs to be
precharged to the target input voltage upon the startup. This
method of charging the large output capacitance can be
typically faster than just slowing down the output voltage
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